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Proteins that undergo cooperative unfolding events display EX1 kinetic signatures in hydro-
gen exchange mass spectra. The hallmark bimodal isotope pattern observed for EX1 kinetics is
distinct from the binomial isotope pattern for uncorrelated exchange (EX2), the normal
exchange regime for folded proteins. Detection and characterization of EX1 kinetics is simple
when the cooperative unit is large enough that the isotopic envelopes in the bimodal pattern
are resolved in the m/z scale but become complicated in cases where the unit is small or there
is a mixture of EX1 and EX2 kinetics. Here we describe a data interpretation method involving
peak width analysis that makes characterization of EX1 kinetics simple and rapid. The
theoretical basis for EX1 and EX2 isotopic signatures and the effects each have on peak width
are described. Modeling of EX2 widening and analysis of empirical data for proteins and
peptides containing purely EX2 kinetics showed that the amount of widening attributable to
stochastic forward- and back exchange in a typical experiment is small and can be quantified.
Proteins and peptides with both obvious and less obvious EX1 kinetics were analyzed with the
peak width method. Such analyses provide the half-life for the cooperative unfolding event
and the relative number of residues involved. Automated analysis of peak width was
performed with custom Excel macros and the DEX software package. Peak width analysis is
robust, capable of automation, and provides quick interpretation of the key information
contained in EX1 kinetic events. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 1498–1509) © 2006
American Society for Mass Spectrometry

Hydrogen exchange mass spectrometry (HXMS)
can be used to distinguish different popula-
tions of molecules that exist during the ex-

change�reaction�[1–3].�The�most�obvious�application�of
this ability is distinguishing the kinetic limits of ex-
change, or EX2 and EX1 kinetics. The majority of
proteins are very stable under physiological conditions
and,� therefore,� according� to� the� models� of� HX� [4,� 5],
must make many brief visits to a partially unfolded
state to undergo exchange and become deuterated.
Other proteins, perhaps with the help of denaturants or
extremes of pH, can undergo exchange via an EX1
mechanism wherein the exchange of a number of resi-
dues occurs simultaneously. The resulting mass spectra
are�quite�distinct�(Figure�1)�as�EX2�kinetics�produces�a

gradual increase in average mass while EX1 kinetics
results in the appearance of two distinct mass envelopes
separated on the m/z scale.

In biophysical terms, EX1 kinetics occur when a
portion of the molecules being labeled undergo an
unfolding event such that a number of residues are
simultaneously exposed to deuterium in the labeling
solution�[4,�6�–10].�Exchange�of�all�the�exposed�residues
occurs before the protein returns to the folded, less
exchange-competent state. The rates of labeling, k2, for
the group of residues are greater than the refolding rate,
k-1,� for� the�group�(Figure�1).�Such�unfolding� is� termed
cooperative or correlated exchange and is unusual for
proteins under physiological conditions. As has been
shown�repeatedly�(examples�include:�[6,�11–15]�that�the
addition of denaturants or a change in pH (typically to
a high value of 9.0–10.5) can artificially induce EX1
kinetics. While useful for understanding stability and
the folding mechanism, artificially inducing EX1 kinet-
ics generally does not reflect physiological protein
dynamics.
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A few proteins exhibit EX1 kinetics under physiolog-
ical conditions. We have explored the EX1 phenomena
in a collection of SH3 domains, some of which have
obvious� EX1� kinetics� and� others� which� do� not� [16].
While rare, the observation of physiological EX1 kinet-
ics is of particular value, not only for understanding
protein dynamics but also for the development of
binding�assays� that�exploit� the�unfolding�and�stability
properties of the protein.

The appearance of EX1 kinetics in mass spectra is
easy to diagnose for regions of proteins that have
obvious separation between the folded/unlabeled pop-
ulation compared with the unfolded/labeled popula-
tion� (Figure� 2a).� However,� it� becomes� increasingly
difficult to characterize EX1 kinetics when the popula-
tions�are�less�distinct�(Figure�2b–�d).�Such�a�situation�has
been� referred� to� as� mixed-EX1� kinetics� [2]� or� EXX
kinetics� [17].� In�mixed�kinetics,� there�may�be�EX2�and
EX1 exchange occurring in a protein at the same time.
Particularly when pepsin digestion is used, even long
peptides may contain a portion that has undergone
exchange via EX2 and a portion that has exchanged via
EX1. If the number of residues involved in the EX1
unfolding is small, the distance between the two pop-
ulations�(Figure�2b�and�c)�becomes�small�and�process-
ing becomes difficult. Most models assume that there
are only two populations resulting from 2-state unfold-
ing. However, there may be multiple populations as a

result of multiple EX1 kinetic events, each with its own
rates, occurring in different parts of large proteins.

As we illustrate in this work, EX1 kinetics can be
characterized by measuring the peak width of the
isotopic cluster. Such characterization is especially valu-
able for mixed kinetics, but can also be applied to EX1
signatures�that�are�more�resolved�(Figure�2a).�The�use�of
several types of processing methods will be described
and discussed including: fitting with Gaussians, mea-
surement of isotope envelope width and automated
EX1 identification, and width measurement with the
DEX�[18]�software�package.

Methods

Materials and Deuterium Labeling

Proteins were overexpressed, purified, and labeled as
described�previously�[16,�19,�20].�Generally�speaking,�a
stock solution of each protein at 100–200 pmol/�L in a
physiological buffer (potassium phosphate, Tris, pH
7–8, H2O) was prepared. Deuterium exchange was
initiated by dilution of the stock solution 15-fold with a
99% deuterium version of the same buffer at pD 7.0,
D2O, 21 °C. At each time point an aliquot from the
exchange reaction was removed and labeling was
quenched by adjusting the pH to 2.6 with an equal
volume of quench buffer (such as 100 mM potassium
phosphate, pH 2.6, H2O). Quenched samples were
immediately frozen on dry ice and stored at �80 °C
until analysis.

Figure 1. Protein unfolding and deuterium labeling in hydrogen
exchange�mass�spectrometry�[1–�8,�31].�The�overall�kinetic�scheme
is shown at the top and the resulting extremes of the two kinetic
limits, EX2 and EX1, shown below.

Figure 2. Merging of two Gaussian distributions of equal width
but varying centers (in m/z units). The separated distributions are
shown on the left and the merged shown on the right. The solid
bar is set at the width of a single Gaussian at 20% peak intensity
while the open bar is set at 50% peak intensity.
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Mass Analysis of Intact Proteins

Labeled proteins were rapidly thawed at 0 °C, 200–300
pmol of protein were injected onto a C18 protein trap
and desalted for 3 min at 2% ACN (0.05% TFA) at a flow
rate of 200 �L/min. The proteins were eluted into the
mass spectrometer using a 2–98% ACN step in 0.2 min
at 50 �L/min with a Shimadzu HPLC (LC-10ADvp,
Columbia, MD). The HPLC was performed using pro-
tiated solvents which results in the removal of deute-
rium from the side chains and the amino/carboxy
termini that exchange faster than backbone amide hy-
drogens� [21].� All� steps� were� performed� with� the� C18
protein trap, injector and associated tubing submerged
in an ice bath. Mass spectral analyses were carried out
with a Waters QTOF2 mass spectrometer (Milford, MA)
with a standard electrospray source. The deuterium
levels�were�not�corrected�for�back�exchange�[8,�21]�and
are therefore reported as relative. The average amount
of back exchange for intact proteins using the experi-
mental� setup� just� described� was� 12–15%� based� on
analysis of highly deuterated protein standards.

Pepsin Digestion and Mass Analysis of Peptides

Deuterium exchange was performed as described
above. Before analysis, the quenched exchange sample
was incubated with a 1:1 ratio (weight/weight) of
protein:pepsin for 5 min on ice or digested with online
pepsin�columns�as�described�[20,�22].�The�peptides�were
fractionated in 5 min by a 5–70% ACN-water gradient at
a flow rate of 50 �L/min using a 50 � 1.00 mm
reversed-phase C18 column (such as Jupiter 4� Proteo
90 Å, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) maintained at 0 °C.
Analyses were performed with the same instrument as
above. The deuterium levels were not corrected for back
exchange�[8,�21]�and�are�therefore�reported�as�relative.
The average amount of back exchange for peptides
using the experimental setup described was 18–20%
based on analysis of highly deuterated peptide stan-
dards. All peptide mass assignments were confirmed by
exact mass measurements and/or MS/MS experiments.

Peak Width Determination

For intact proteins �10 kDa analyzed by time of flight
MS (QTOF2), the typical charge state envelope is an
almost smooth, unresolved feature. Peak width at a
particular percentage of maximum intensity (e.g., 20%)
was determined either by transforming the charge-state
envelope and measuring the width of the resulting
uncharged protein peak or by measuring the width of a
particular charge state envelope. In the latter case, the
width in m/z units was then converted to a width in
Daltons by multiplying by the charge state of the
measured peak. Both types of measurements were done
using the mass spectrometry processing software
(MassLynx, Waters, Milford, MA). For peptide spectra,
in which the individual isotopic peaks are fully re-

solved, peak width determination was more compli-
cated. An empirical peak-to-peak envelope was laid
over the isotopic envelope. The width of the empirical
envelope was measured at 20% of the maximum inten-
sity using a linear interpolation between the peak-to-
peak points of the envelope. Peak width determination
was implemented as a Visual Basic Macro in Microsoft
Excel (available from the authors). The process is de-
scribed in detail in the Appendix.

Data Analysis with DEX

The DEX package (http://biology.sdsc.edu/ccms/dex)
was used to deconvolute and analyze peptide data in an
automated fashion, using a Fourier transform method
to extract the backbone amide populations from the
original�mass�spectrometry�data�[18].�Improvements�to
the DEX package since it was first described allowed for
the analysis of electrospray mass spectrometry data
containing multiply-charged ions. DEX automatically
chose an interval necessary to maintain a sufficient
number of points between isotopic peaks. For the data
analyzed here, the number of points between isotopic
peaks was 10 in every case. The DEX software automat-
ically calculated centroid values as determined by the
individual backbone amide population values for each
peptide time point. In addition, a new peak width
analysis method was developed by using a similar
approach to the one described above. The main differ-
ence is the peak width method used by the DEX
package first integrates each population peak before the
linear interpolation is calculated. The peak width mea-
surement can be made for both the deconvoluted back-
bone amide populations and the original mass
spectrum.

Modeling EX2 Exchange

To estimate the magnitude of widening under EX2
conditions, a simple model of H/D exchange was
developed. In the model, polypeptides (peptides or
proteins) were treated as having a combination of
rapidly-, intermediately-, and non-exchanging amide
hydrogens (NHs). Rapidly-exchanging NHs were fully
exchanged during the forward exchange step and non-
exchanging NHs did not undergo exchange. Intermedi-
ate exchange was treated as a first-order reaction with a
single rate constant of 0.0693 min�1 (t1/2 � 10 min). The
probability of forward exchange, pfwd, as a function of
time, t, is then simply

pfwd � 1 � e�kt (1)

Back-exchange probability, pback, was treated as uni-
form for all exchanged amides and fixed at 18% (based
on the values typically observed experimentally).

For simplicity, in the following treatment, the mass
of the polypeptide is considered in terms of offsets
above�the�monoisotopic�mass� [18].�Since�both�forward
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and back exchange are stochastic processes under the
EX2 kinetic mechanism, the forward and back exchange
produce a distribution of deuteration states described
by the binomial distribution function P

P(n, N, p) �
N!

n ! (N � n)!
pn(1 � p)N�n (2)

where n is the number of either forward exchanged
NHs (nfwd) or back-exchanged NDs (nback), N is the total
possible number of exchange events, and p is the
probability of either forward or back exchange.

For forward exchange, N is equal to the number of
NHs that exchange on the intermediate timescale, Nint.
For back exchange, N is equal to the sum of the rapidly
exchanged NHs, Nfast, and the number of NHs that
exchange on the intermediate timescale, Nint. The final
level of deuteration is then simply

n � nfwd � nback (3)

Application of the binomial distribution to forward
exchange, F(n), is trivial,

F(n) � P(n, Nint, pfwd) (4)

but inclusion of back exchange requires a convolution
of forward and back exchange, since more than one
forward exchange/back exchange scenario can yield
the same final deuteration level. For example, (nfwd � 5,
nback � 2) and (nfwd � 3, nback � 0) both produce the
same final deuteration of n � 3, though the probabilities
of these two scenarios are different. Convolution is
achieved by considering all possible combinations of
nfwd and nback that produce a given level of deuteration
n, B(n):

B(n) � �
i�n

Nmax

P(i � Nfast, Nint, pfwd) � P(i � n, i, pback) (5)

where Nmax � Nint � Nfast � N=, and N= is the offset
between the monoisotopic mass and the largest mass
considered in the natural isotopic distribution (see
below)�[18].�Unphysical�exchange�situations�(e.g.,�nback

� nfwd or nfwd � Nint) are excluded by defining P(n, N,
p) � 0 for n � N and for n � 0.

A similar method was used to convolute the natural
isotopic distribution, I(n), with B(n). Here, the natural
isotopic distribution is treated as a series of mass offsets
above the monoisotopic mass. For example, incorpora-
tion of one 13C results in a �1 offset. As with back
exchange, more than one combination gives rise to the
same observed mass. For example, a final deuteration
level of 5 for the monoisotopic peak gives the same
observed mass as a deuteration level of 4 on the �1
isotopic peak. Natural isotopic distributions were cal-
culated�using�either� the�DEX�software�package� [18]�or
MassLynx (Waters). The final observed population of
deuteration level n, D(n), is

D(n) ��
i�0

n

B(i) � I(n � i) (6)

where I(n) � 0 for n � N=.
For some calculations, a more complex EX2 exchange

model in which the amides that exchanged on the
intermediate time scale were subdivided into three
populations (Nint,1, Nint,2, and Nint,3) that exchanged at
three different rates determined by the first-order rate
constants k1 � 0.693 min�1, k2 � 0.0693 min�1, and k3 �
0.00693 min�1. In this case, the forward exchange pop-
ulation distribution F(n) is obtained by a convolution of
the three exchanging populations:

F(n) ��
i�0

n

�
j�0

n�i

P(i, Nint,1, px) � P(j, Nint,2, py)

� P(n � i � j, Nint,3, pz) (7)

where p1, p2, and p3 are obtained from eq 1 with k1, k2,
and k3, respectively. Following convolution, the masses
were offset by Nfast:

F′(n) � F(n � Nfast) (8)

where F=(n) � 0 for n � Nfast. The forward exchange
population, F=(n), was then convoluted with back ex-
change and the natural isotopic abundance as described
previously.

These exchange models were implemented as Visual
Basic for applications macros (available from the au-
thors) running in Microsoft Excel (Redmond, WA).

Results and Discussion

Uncovering EX1 kinetics in proteins at physiological
conditions provides information about native protein
dynamics. Once observed, the properties that become
valuable are the rate of the unfolding event and the
number of residues involved. The location of the un-
folding also becomes important and can often, but not
always, be determined by analysis of peptic fragments
produced after the exchange reaction is quenched. In
many cases, a qualitative analysis can be performed
first and the approximate rate and location defined.
When one is interested in comparing multiple states of
proteins� [8]� rather� than�determining� the�exact�number
of residues exchanging at particular rates for a single
protein in isolation, no further characterization is re-
quired. A comparison of the effects of changing the
proteins conditions (bound versus unbound, active ver-
sus inactive, etc.) will demonstrate the effects on EX1
kinetics, if any. If the exact number of residues involved
is then later required, back-exchange correction can be
performed and the results analyzed for the fragments of
interest. This reverse methodology can save a tremen-
dous amount of time by not requiring analysis of every
fragment if most of them do not experience changes,
although automated software approaches (discussed
below) make this less of an issue.
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Gaussian Distributions and EX1

In a simple 2-state unfolding reaction displaying EX1
kinetics� in�mass�spectra� (Figure�2a),� the�most�straight-
forward approach to determine the unfolding rate and
the number of residues participating in the unfolding is
by fitting Gaussian distributions to the isotope enve-
lopes of the two populations (recently illustrated by
[23].�By�monitoring�the�decay�of�the�natural� log�of�the
fraction of folded molecules (lower mass distribution)
with time (first-order kinetics), the rate constant for the
unfolding� can� be� determined� [24,� 25].� While� Gaussian
modeling of EX1 is easy when the two populations are
distinct, it becomes much more challenging when the
two� populations� start� to� merge� (Figure� 2b� and� c)� and
when the relative intensity or contribution to the overall
population of one of the species is significantly less than
the� other� (Figure� 2d).� The� width� of� each� Gaussian� is
often set at the width of the isotopic distribution before
and/or after the EX1 signature, and then the intensity of
the distributions and their centers are modified to fit the
Gaussians to the experimental data (e.g., reference
[23].).�Multiple�solutions�can�be�obtained�in�this�fitting
process, depending on the quality of the original data.
We believe that an analysis of the peak width over time
provides much of the same information as Gaussian
fitting and that it can be done with high confidence
even for those types of distributions that show mixed
kinetics� (Figure� 2b–�d).� An� added� value� of� the� peak
width method versus Gaussian modeling is that peak
width determinations make no assumptions. Gaussian
modeling assumes that a 2-state model is followed,
while the peak width method assumes nothing but
rather simply places the raw data in a form that allows
easy interpretation (examples below). Particularly in
cases when one is interested in what happens when EX1
disappears, the no-assumption method is much faster
and provides the same ultimate information.

Does EX2 Kinetics Result in Peak Widening?

One important consideration with peak width analysis
is the contribution to the width of the isotopic cluster
from the uptake of deuterium itself, regardless of the
kinetic�mechanism.�It�has�been�argued�[17,�26]�that�one
cannot use the relative change in peak width to diag-
nose the presence of EX1 kinetics because there is a
stochastic widening (sometimes referred to as statistical
widening) of peaks in EX2 exchange. Near the EX2
kinetic limit, exchange at any particular amide on any
given molecule is a random event that is independent
(uncorrelated) with exchange at any other location on
any other molecule. Such a situation is described by a
binomial distribution, which predicts that peptides or
proteins will have a distribution of different deuterium
levels. The reader is referred to a lucid treatment of this
phenomenon�by�Arrington�et�al.�[3].�Binomial�statistics
predict that the standard deviation of the distribution,
�, (i.e., the half-width at e�1/2 of the maximum) is

� � �np(1 � p) (9)

where n is the number of exchanging amide hydrogens,
and p is the probability of exchange. Differentiation
with respect to p shows that the width of the distribu-
tion will be widest at p � 0.5, that is, at the midpoint of
the exchange process and that it decreases on both sides
of the midpoint. This, then, is the basis for the argument
that stochastic widening is evident under EX2 exchange
conditions. This type of widening is illustrated in more
detail below.

Two methods (modeling and empirical measure-
ments) will be used to illustrate that the effects of EX2
peak broadening are limited to a very small change in
peak�width.�In�the�first�approach�(Figure�3a–�d),�models
of EX2 exchange were applied to peptides and proteins
to determine the theoretical width of the isotopic enve-
lope after a set amount of forward exchange and back
exchange had occurred. The consideration of back ex-
change�[21]�in�these�models�is� important�as�it� is�also�a
stochastic widening process that contributes signifi-
cantly to the observed width.

Figure� 3a� shows� the� width� changes� (at� 20%� peak
intensity) for a hypothetical peptide with 15 ex-
changeable amide hydrogens that has the isotopic
distribution of the peptide of sequence LAEANVMK-
TLQHDKL undergoing modeled EX2 exchange with
various amounts of rapid-, intermediate-, and non-
exchanging NHs (deuterium uptake curves for these
model peptides are provided in the Supplementary
Materials section which can be found in the electronic
version of this article). Since the model assumes
uniform exchange, the sequence is only needed so
that a natural isotopic distribution can be deter-
mined. In the ensuing discussion, we will resort to a
simplified notation to describe the number of amides
that fall into the different exchange categories (i.e.,
rapid, intermediate, and non-exchanging) of the form
Nfast/Nint/Nnon, where Nnon represents amides that
do not exchange. In the first exchange scenario,
0/15/0, all 15 amides exchange with the same rate (k
� 0.0693 min�1, t1/2 � 10 min). We begin with a
treatment of EX2 exchange in which only the forward
exchange� process� is� considered� (Figure� 3a,� open
triangles). Here, there is a clear widening of the
distribution with a sharp width maximum at the
midpoint of the exchange process (p � 0.5, t1/2 � 10
min). This represents stochastic widening of the
distribution. When back exchange is taken into ac-
count�(Figure�3a,�filled�diamonds),�a�sharp�increase�in
width up to the midpoint is evident, but beyond the
midpoint, the width tapers off more gently. At these
longer exchange times, most of the amides undergo a
significant amount of back exchange (because more
amides have the possibility of being deuterated)
which smoothes out the stochastic effect. Increasing
back exchange levels (e.g., to 50%) in the model
calculations results in nearly constant peak width
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beyond the exchange midpoint (data not shown).
Variations in back exchange due to peptide sequence
and experimental conditions are unlikely to alter
width changes that result from EX1 kinetic mecha-
nisms. Taking the natural isotopic distribution into
account� (Figure� 3a,� filled� circles)� increases� peak
width primarily at early exchange times. Early in the
exchange process, there is little stochastic widening
and, thus, the natural isotopic abundance is the
dominant contributor to the overall peak width.
Finally, applying a more realistic 5/5/5 scenario, in
which five amides undergo rapid exchange, five

exchange on an intermediate time scale, and five do
not� undergo� exchange� (Figure� 3a,� open� squares),
further suppresses the widening. Here, the fast ex-
changers do not contribute to widening during for-
ward exchange, but do make a significant contribu-
tion during back exchange. Widening is further
suppressed since only five amides exchange on the
intermediate time scale. Even in this scenario though,
there is a clear width maximum at 10 min with a
gradual decrease on both sides.

While the modeling of EX2 kinetics just shown
predicts some modest widening with a distinct maxi-

Figure 3. Changes in peak width at 20% of peak maximum for isotopic distributions displaying EX2
kinetics. Theoretical width changes determined from model calculations are shown in panels (a)–(d)
and empirically determined width changes measured from a variety of peptides and proteins
exhibiting EX2 kinetics are shown in (e–(f). In (a) and (c), the number of fast, intermediate and
nonexchanging amide hydrogens are designated in by the notation Nfast/Nint/Nnon. The width
changes were calculated taking different aspects of the exchange process into account: only forward
exchange, forward and back exchange, or a full calculation involving forward and back exchange and
the isotopic distribution. In (b) and (d) the EX2 model uses three different exchange rates for the
intermediate exchangers (see text for details) and the legend is therefore Nfast/(Nint,1/Nint,2/Nint,3)/
Nnon. Panel (e) shows empirically determined changes in width for eight peptides that display isotope
patterns characteristic of EX2 kinetics. The data come from four unique proteins: (symbol, ion m/z,
charge state, protein) filled square, 684, �3, DHFR; filled circle, 833, �1, DHFR; filled triangle, 890, �3,
HIV Nef; filled diamond, 1120, �2, HIV Nef; open square, 601, �3, HckYEEI; open circle, 855, �2,
HckYEEI; open triangle, 1138, �3, Lck kinase domain; open diamond, 812, �2, Lck kinase domain.
The width was determined at 20% relative intensity for all peptides. Panel (f) shows empirically
determined changes in width for three unique proteins that display isotope patterns characteristic of
EX2�kinetics.�Filled�triangle,�Fyn�SH3�domain�[16];�open�circle,�Yes�SH3�domain�[16];�filled�square,�HIV
Nef. The width of the transformed species was determined at 20% relative intensity for Fyn and Yes
SH3 and at 65% relative intensity for HIV Nef (see text for details). The deuterium uptake curves for
the�peptides�and�proteins�in�panels�(a)–(f)�are�available�in�the�Supplementary�Material�Figure�1s.�The
raw mass spectra for the data in panels (e) and (f) are available in the Supplementary Material 2s-11s.
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mum at 50% exchanged, this model is a gross oversim-
plification of hydrogen exchange. First, it is unrealistic
to simply divide the amide hydrogens into three bins
(fast, medium, and non-exchanging). Second, even
within the intermediate exchange regime, it is unrea-
sonable to treat all NHs with a single first-order rate
constant. Finally, it is well known that backbone amides
exchange with different rates during back exchange
[27–29].� All� of� these� factors� lead� to� a� heterogeneous
exchange process. This heterogeneity will attenuate the
effects of stochastic widening. While a model of EX2
exchange taking all of these factors into account would
be computationally demanding, a simple model is suf-
ficient�to�justify�this�assertion.�In�Figure�3b,�three�rates
of intermediate exchange are considered (k1 � 0.693
min�1, t1/2 � 1 min; k2 � 0.0693 min�1, t1/2 � 10 min;
and k3 � 0.00693 min�1, t1/2 � 100 min) for the same
peptides�as�in�Figure�3a.�Peak�width�is�nearly�flat�over
the entire time course. In the case of 15 intermediate
exchangers with Nint,1 � 5, Nint,2 � 5, and Nint,3 � 5,
(symbolized as 0/(5/5/5)/0, filled circles), the maxi-
mum peak width increase is �3 Da, and the peak width
varies by only �1 Da over the 1 to 1000 min time scale.
(In the exchange notation, parentheses group the inter-
mediate rate exchangers.) When only five amides ex-
change over the intermediate time scale with Nint,1 � 1,
Nint,2 � 2, and Nint,3 � 2 (symbolized as 5/(1/2/2)/5,
open squares), the peak width change is �1 Da over the
entire time course. Equally important, there is no longer
a sharp maximum. Thus, in a realistic model of EX2
exchange there is little evidence of peak width increase.
The� predicted� stochastic� widening� (Figure� 3a,� open
triangles) is suppressed because of the natural isotopic
abundance (most important in the earliest time points),
back exchange (most important at the latest time
points), and amides that exchange at different rates
(most important in the middle of the exchange process).

To model protein EX2 exchange, a hypothetical pro-
tein containing five of each of the 20 natural amino
acids was used. Subtracting the five proline residues
and the N-terminus, there are a total of 94 exchangeable
amides. Two models of EX2 exchange were investigated
(Figure�3c�and�d),�one�with�an�extreme�case�of�94�NHs
exchanging during the intermediate timescale and the
other more realistic one in which 23 NHs exchange fast,
48 NHs exchange at an intermediate rate, and 23 do not
exchange at all (deuterium uptake curves for these
model proteins are provided in the Supplementary
Materials� section).� Figure� 3c� reprises,� for� proteins,� the
series�of�calculations�shown�in�Figure�3a�for�peptides,�in
which all intermediate rate amides exchange with a
single rate constant (k � 0.0693 min�1, t1/2 � 10 min).
Figures� 3c� reveals� trends� that� are� identical� to� those
observed�for�the�peptide�calculations�shown�in�Figures
3a,� namely� that� widening� is� most� pronounced� when
only forward exchange is considered and that there is
only limited widening for a realistic number of ex-
changeable amides when back exchange and the natural
isotopic� abundance� are� considered.� Figure� 3d� shows

how the peak width changes under model EX2 ex-
change conditions with three rate constants for interme-
diate exchange (k1 � 0.693 min�1, t1/2 � 1 min; k2 �
0.0693 min�1, t1/2 � 10 min; and k3 � 0.00,693 min�1,
t1/2 � 100 min), similar to the peptide calculations
shown�in�Figure�3b.�Here,�two�scenarios�are�considered,
one in which all 94 amides exchange in the intermediate
exchange regime (Nint,1 � 31/Nint,2 � 32/Nint,3 � 31)
and a more realistic case with 48 amides exchanging on
intermediate timescales (Nint,1 � 16/Nint,2 � 16/Nint,3 �
16).� As� is� apparent� from� Figure� 3d,� the� peak� width
increases by �5 Da for the 0/(31/32/31)/0 case (filled
circles), with the increase limited to �2 Da over the 1 to
1000 min time interval. In the more realistic 23/(16/16/
16)/23 case (open squares), with a total 48 intermediate
exchangers, the peak width increase is limited to �2 Da
over the entire time interval.

Although the three intermediate exchange rate
model is still an oversimplification, an important trend
emerges from the analysis. That is, stochastic widening
is greatly diminished under complex exchange condi-
tions. It is reasonable that in the limit of n exchange
rates for n amides, that peak widening might be com-
pletely abolished. Such an analysis for a full protein
would be computationally demanding. However, such
a calculation, without consideration of back exchange,
has been carried out for the 13 slowest exchanging
amides in the third domain of turkey ovomucoid
(OMTKY3) using NMR-derived amide exchange rates
for�each�amide�[3].�Although�the�width�change�was�not
quantified, inspection of the simulated spectra shows
no evidence of a peak width increase over the exchange
time course.

Also of note is that the absolute maximum peak
width�is�obtained�from�a�single�rate�model�and�that�this
model also produces the largest change in peak width.
Thus, a homogeneous model may serve as an easily
calculated upper bound for stochastic peak widening.

Empirical Measurements of Width Changes
in EX2

Because modeling of the contribution of width changes
to isotopic envelopes draws on a number of assump-
tions about the exchange, we have measured the em-
pirical width changes for a number of peptides and
proteins to verify the models and to obtain more
real-world estimates of the EX2 widening of peptide
and�protein�peaks�in�HXMS�analyses.�Figure�3e�displays
the results for the measurement of the peak width
changes during deuterium labeling time courses for
eight peptic peptides taken from four different proteins
that show characteristic EX2 kinetic signatures only (the
raw mass spectra and deuterium uptake curves for
these peptides are provided in Supplementary Materi-
als section). The magnitude of the width is dictated by
the mass of the peptide. Those of smaller mass are
narrower than those with larger mass, as dictated by the
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increasing width of the natural isotopic abundance with
increasing mass. From these empirical data, clearly the
change in peak width for peptides undergoing EX2
exchange is somewhere between 0.5–2 Da and that
there is no obvious maximum or trend in the experi-
mental data.

Empirical width changes during EX2 exchange for
proteins�were�also�obtained�(Figure�3f)�for�three�differ-
ent proteins (the raw spectra and deuterium uptake
curves are provided in the Supplementary Materials).
Peak width was measured at 20% relative intensity in
the case of signals with little contribution from cation
adducts or at 65% relative intensity in the case of noisy
signals with overlap from cation adducts. The changes
in peak width in proteins undergoing EX2 exchange is
at worst 4 Da and generally between 2–3 Da. As can be
seen by the comparison between the theoretical models
and the empirical results, the stochastic widening that
occurs during forward and back exchange for both
peptides and proteins undergoing exclusively EX2 ki-
netics does not account for significant changes in peak
width. For the worst cases, peak-width widening is
limited to about 2 Da in peptides and 4 Da in proteins.

Peak Width Increases Due to EX1 Exchange
Kinetics

Increases in peak width can be attributed to EX1 kinet-
ics and the appearance of multiple populations. As
already�illustrated�in�Figure�2,� if�mixed�kinetics�occur,
the width of the distribution increases, even when two
distinct populations can not be observed. Two cases
will be used to illustrate how the measurement of peak
width is informative: bimodal patterns in which there
are two obvious contributing populations (obvious EX1,
Figure�2b)�and�those�in�which�the�bimodal�patterns�are
less�obvious�(Figure�2c�and�d).�The�processing�is� illus-
trated�in�Figure�4�for�an�obvious�EX1�case.�The�Lyn�SH3
domain shown here undergoes partial unfolding and
displays obvious EX1 kinetics with an unfolding half-
life�of�about�17�min�[16].�Figure�4a�shows�representative
spectra (all raw mass spectra are available in Supple-
mentary�Material�Figure�12s).�The�bimodal�EX1�pattern
is visually obvious. Once the average amount of deute-
rium has been determined for each exchange time
point, the value is plotted versus time to yield the
typical�deuterium�uptake�curve�(Figure�4b).�The�deute-
rium uptake has some sigmoidal character, indicative of
a large increase in deuterium level during the unfolding
event. In the process of determining the average deute-
rium level at each time point, one takes the centroid of
the isotopic distribution for each isotopic envelope.
When a peak becomes wider, one would normally take
the entire width of the wider distribution and deter-
mine the centroid of the entire wider distribution. This
centroiding process is complicated when it is not
readily obvious where the peak begins and ends [such
as when there is a small contribution from an emerging

EX1�envelope�(as�in�Figure�2d)].�If�one�plots�the�change
in the width with time it becomes obvious that there has
been a greater change to the width of the isotopic
distribution with time than an exclusively EX2 model
predicts. There are narrow peaks early on in the time
course, the peak widens at some intermediate time
value, and returns to a narrow form at later time points.
The peak width analysis of the Lyn SH3 deuteration
data� is� shown� in�Figure�4c.�The�graph� is� certainly�not
nearly�as�flat�as�was�the�case�in�Figure�3f�for�a�protein
with an exclusively EX2 kinetic signature. The change
in peak width for Lyn SH3 is � 20 Da, with the width
returning to nearly the same place as it was before the
unfolding event. The apex on the y-axis of such a width
graph gives several pieces of information. The time

Figure 4. Width analysis of spectra displaying obvious EX1
kinetics.� (a–c)� Data� for� the� Lyn� SH3� protein� [16]� where� (a)� raw
spectra for selected time points, (b) deuterium uptake curve, and
(c) peak-width analysis. (d–f) Data for the Lyn SH3 peptide 99-116
[16]�where�(d)�raw�spectra�for�selected�time�points,�(e)�deuterium
uptake curve, and (f) peak-width analysis. Peak width was
determined at 20% intensity. All spectra for the entire time course
for both protein and peptide are available in the Supplementary
Material Figures 12s, 13s.
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value (x-axis) when the apex occurs indicates the t1/2 of
the EX1 unfolding event. The change in the height of the
peak from baseline values to the apex provides an
estimate of the relative number of residues (or m/z
equivalent if not corrected for the charge state) in the
unfolding unit within the protein that are involved in the
EX1 kinetic event. In the examples shown here, these
values are all considered relative because the deuterium
level�is�relative�(Figure�4b)�as�no�back-exchange�correction
was made for these data (see Materials and Methods). If
one corrected for back exchange and also had sufficient
separation� between� the� two� envelopes� (as� in� Figure� 2a),
the distance between the centroids of the two Gaussians
would be equal to the number of residues that partici-
pated in the unfolding event. In peak width analysis, the
distance between the centroids of the two hypothetical
Gaussians is not explicitly determined so although the
width change is proportional to the number of residues
that participated, the exact number cannot be determined.
Relative�values,�however,�still�provide�valuable�estimates.

As�has�been�shown�[19,�25,�30],�binding�to�a�protein
that shows EX1 kinetics can alter the unfolding kinetics
and change the peak-width graph. Changes include
shifts in the time the apex occurs and the magnitude of
the rise in the y-axis direction. If peak widening resulted
from the stochastic incorporation of deuterium, which
we� have� shown� in� Figure� 3� to� be� unrealistic,� then
peptide binding would not affect the peak-width graph
(although binding may affect the deuterium uptake).
The fact the binding alters the peak-width graph indi-
cates that the biophysical basis for the shape of the plot
is protein dynamics (in this case EX1 unfolding) that is
altered by binding, not stochastic widening due to
deuterium incorporation.

The analysis of the width changes in peptic peptides
(Figure�4d–f)� follows�a�similar�approach� to� that�of� the
analysis� of� proteins� (Figure� 4a–�c).� The� data� shown� in
Figure�4�are�for�a�peptic�peptide�(residues�99�–116)�from
the Lyn SH3 domain, a peptide that participates in the
unfolding illustrated for the whole protein. The half-life
for unfolding in the peptide and protein is the same, as
determined from the apex of the peak-width plot (�15
mins). In obvious cases, such as that illustrated in
Figure�4,�the�peak�width�change�of�over�6�Da�(Figure�4f)
is well above the level of what is expected from stochas-
tic�widening�(Figure�3a,�b,�e).

Peak width analysis is faster and simpler in almost all
respects to the classical Gaussian fitting approach, al-
though for obvious EX1 kinetics, the unfolding half-life
and relative residue involvement can be obtained by
Gaussian�fitting�(as�in�Figure�2b).�Peak�width�analysis� is
particularly helpful and just as robust for cases where EX1
kinetics�are�less�obvious�(Figure�5).�Again,�we�illustrate�the
analysis� for�a�protein� (Figure�5a–�c)�and� for�a�peptide�of
that�protein�(Figure�5d–f).�Changes�to�the�peak�width�are
apparent (panels c and f) and well above the stochastic
levels� previously� defined� (Figure� 3).� One� can� quickly
obtain the relative residue involvement and the half-life of
unfolding simply by looking at the peak width graphs.

Changes to protein dynamics as a result of binding
become�very�clear,�as�illustrated�previously�[19].

One desire would be a way to automate the analysis
of HXMS data to automatically distinguish between
EX2 and EX1 kinetic signatures. The DEX software
package has been upgraded to include this capability.
The� software� was� modified� from� its� first� form� [18]� to
process multiply charged species observed in electros-
pray data and a new algorithm was implemented to
prepare peak-width plots. DEX removes the natural
isotopic abundance from HXMS data and provides a
readout of the populations of deuterons present at each
exchange time point. The advantage of removing the
stable natural isotopic abundance profile is to remove
one element from the widening of the observed mass
spectrum profile, thereby focusing the results on the
real changes occurring during the experiment. The

Figure 5. Width analysis of spectra displaying mixed, or less
obvious� EX1� kinetics.� (a–c)� Data� for� the� Lck� SH3� protein� [19]
where (a) raw spectra for selected time points, (b) deuterium
uptake curve, and (c) peak-width analysis. (d–f) Data for the Lck
SH3 peptide 44-61 where (d) raw spectra for selected time points,
(e) deuterium uptake curve, and (f) peak-width analysis. All
spectra for the entire time course for both protein and peptide are
available in the Supplementary Material Figures 14s, 15s.
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same� data� presented� in� Figures� 4d–f� and� 5d–f� were
processed�with�DEX�and�the�results�are�shown�in�Figure
6.�As�shown�in�Figure�6a�and�d,�the�population�distri-
bution graphs indicate a significant widening at inter-

mediate exchange times, similar to what was observed
in� raw� spectra� (Figures� 4d,� 5d,� and� Supplementary
Materials section). DEX reliably reproduced the deute-
rium�uptake�curves�(Figure�6b,�e)�and�produced�similar
peak-width� graphs� (Figure� 6c,� f)� as� were� previously
obtained� with� manual� processing� (Figures� 4f,� 5f).� The
axes of the graphs are different because DEX removes
the natural isotopic abundance from the raw data, but
the relative change in magnitude on the y-axis and the
time occurrence of the apex are effectively the same as
the manually processed data. Overall, DEX automati-
cally provides the same results in terms of peak-width
analysis�for�an�obvious�EX1�case�(Figure�6a–�c)�and�for
a�less�obvious�case�(Figure�6d–f).�Simply�by�preparing
peak-width curves, therefore, DEX can distinguish be-
tween data that has EX2 kinetics and data that has EX1
kinetics, principally by monitoring the change in slope
(first derivative) in the peak-width plot.

Using DEX software, all information from HXMS
that is desired can be obtained with relatively little
effort. A manual interpretation of the raw spectra is still
required and, in our opinion, necessary. Once the data
has been found and fed into the DEX program, algo-
rithms can be trusted to provide reliably accurate
calculations. Human intervention is still necessary to
observe the peaks, determine which peaks to process,
eliminate overlaps by choosing scans in the chromato-
gram that reduce interference from nearby eluting
peptides, etc. Or, if one chooses, all the peaks may be
fed into DEX to deconvolute and analyze, and those
that are deemed of acceptable quality can be later
chosen using the DEX package’s visual and numerical
analysis tools. Once provided with good spectra, DEX
can calculate, automatically and quickly, the deuterium
incorporation�in�terms�of�explicit�populations�(Figure�6a
and�d),�provide�the�deuterium�uptake�plots�(Figure�6b
and�e),�and�finally�make�the�peak�width�plots�(Figure�6c
and f) to determine if EX1 kinetics are present. Auto-
mated generation of t1/2 and relative involvement val-
ues for the EX1 event are under development.

Conclusions

As we have shown here, EX1 kinetics whether obvious
or not, can be easily revealed by preparing a plot of the
change in peak width with time. Realistic models of
EX2 exchange show that there is little increase in peak
width and that the worst case widening can actually be
calculated for any sequence based on a simple model.
These models are supported by empirical evidence of
EX2 exchanging proteins when analyzed by the same
peak width analysis technique. From plots of peak
width, the half-life for EX1 events can be easily deter-
mined and the relative number of residues involved can
be estimated. Although deconvolution of the natural
isotope abundance from the hydrogen exchange mass
spectrometry data results in narrower peak width over-
all, no new information is gained and the same ultimate
conclusions are reached in terms of the presence of EX1,

Figure 6. Analysis of EX1 kinetics with the DEX software pack-
age. The natural isotopic abundance was deconvoluted from the
mass�spectra�of�the�Lyn�SH3�99-116�peptide�(a–c)�[16]�and�the�Lck
SH3�peptide�44-61�(d–f)�[19]�with�DEX�[18].�(a)�and�(d)�show�the
population of different observed deuteration levels for the full
time courses. Coloring from red to blue indicates the progression
of the deuterium exchange time as indicated in the legend. (b) and
(e) show the centroids of the populations as a function of deute-
rium exchange time, and compare closely with the same uptake
levels�found�for�the�same�data�without�deconvolution�(Figures�4e
and�5e).�(c)�and�(f)�show�the�widths�of�the�distributions�at�20%�of
maximum, which are similar in shape, but not in magnitude due
to�the�removal�of�the�natural�isotopic�distribution�(Figures�4f�and
5f).�All�spectra�for�both�time�courses�are�available�in�the�Supple-
mentary�Material�Figures�13s�and�15s.
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the half-life, and the residue involvement. It is therefore
not necessary to prepare isotope depleted proteins in an
effort to remove the natural isotope abundance from the
width of peptide or protein distributions. The analysis
of peak width provides a rapid, simple diagnostic
method for identifying EX1 kinetic events that are
revealed by hydrogen exchange mass spectrometry
data and the process of distinguishing them from EX2
exchanging regions can be partially automated.
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Appendix

The peak-width determination for peptides consisted of
the following steps:

1. The peptide spectrum was smoothed twice with a
four point Savitsky-Golay smoothing function using
MassLynx (Waters). The smoothed spectrum was
transferred into Excel as two columns of data: m/z
values and intensities, I.

2. The maximum peak in the isotopic envelope was
identified.

3. Based on the charge state of the peptide, isotopic
peaks in the envelope were identified in the spec-
trum. Starting at the maximum point, the spectrum
was scanned in both directions to create a list of the
isotopic peaks. The ith point in the spectrum was
designated as an isotopic peak if it satisfied the
following criteria: (a) The intensity exceeded a user-
defined threshold (typically 5% of maximum spec-
tral intensity). This threshold served to suppress
noise in the spectrum. (b) The intensity represented
a local maximum such that Ii � Ii�1 � Ii�2. (c) The
m/z distance between the prospective peak and the
previous peak (or the peak maximum) was equal to
1/z within a user-specified tolerance (typically
�0.03 Da).

4. The list of peaks was searched in ascending m/z
order to identify the two peaks that straddled 20%
of peak maximum. The m/z value at an envelope
intensity of 20% of peak maximum was determined
using interpolation between these two peaks.

5. Step 4 was repeated with a search in descending m/z
order.

6. The relative peak width was determined from z �
	m/z.

Some peptide spectra did not have any peaks with
intensities less than 20% of the peak maximum or peaks
that straddled the 20% threshold existed only on one
side of the maximum (typically, the high m/z side). This
is typical for �1 charge state peptides, especially when

only slightly deuterated. Since the monoisotopic peak is
the maximum peak, there are no peaks on the low m/z
side of the peak maximum. In these cases, the interpo-
lation scheme automatically switched over from mea-
suring the width of the peak-to-peak envelope to a
direct measurement of the width of the isotopic enve-
lope. For example, for an undeuterated �1 peptide, the
low m/z limit for the width measurement was set at the
point at which the spectral intensity crossed 20% of the
peak maximum (determined by interpolation) while the
high m/z limit was determined as described previously.
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